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Committee Members of the Event 

Name Designation 

Mrs. Abida Kausar Principal of Lab School 

Dr. Hafsah Jan Supervisor of Lab School 
Assistant Professor (C) School of Education, CUK 

Saika Farooq IBM Student, Group Leader 

Nusrat Bhat IBM Student, Announcer 

Akhlesh Kumar IBM Student, Welcome Speech, Photographer 

Mohamed Jazeel IBM Student, Vote of Thanks 

Rayees Ahmad IBM Student, Group A Supervisor 

Subreena Shafi IBM Student, Group B Supervisor 

Sumaira Bano IBM Student, Group C Supervisor 

Humaira Sultan IBM Student, Group D Supervisor 
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1. Introduction 

Competitions are more about than just 

participation and winning prizes; they play 

a main role in revealing and encouraging 

natural talents, and capacities of the 

students. In art and writing competitions 

students find a platform to display their 

creative and artistic abilities; for children 

and teenager, this may have life-changing 

effect. 

Drawing and colouring are visual arts and 

these competitions allow students to 

uncover their natural talents in sketching 

and artworks. Drawing is also all 

about visual storytelling and art 

competitions can prove to be a valuable 

learning ground for potential performers. 

Competitions like these give a chance to 

blossoming artists and writers of all types 

to showcase their abilities, talents, skills 

and experience a different practice of 

learning which they might not have 

experienced. Competitions allow the 

students to test out their creative ideas in a 

risk-free manner. This allows for learning 

and growing as artists and writers. This 

period can also be seen as an investment in 

future success. 

2. Preparation for the event 

Any event is not an outcome of single day 

efforts. It needs planning ahead of the 

event day. So, we decided two different 

themes for two Competitions. For writing 

competition theme was “Online vs Offline 

Classes” and for drawing competition 

theme was “Any Social Issue”. Pupil-

teachers along with supervisor took the 

head of Lab School on board and requested 

for permission from her to have an event in 

the form of competition in the school. The 

Principal of the Lab school - Govt. Boys 

High School Dhobipora appreciated the 

idea and permitted the pupil-teachers 

implement the idea. 

The IBM students (teacher-trainees) along 

with the supervisor (Dr. Hafsah Jan) and 

the principal of the Lab school (Mrs. Abida 

Kausar) formed groups of students a day 

before the event took place. 

The message was conveyed to the students 

through an assembly which was organised 

on 28th October 2021- two days before the 

event was organized and all the 

arrangements were decided on the same 

day. 
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A total of four groups were formed which 

contained students of grade 6th to 10th 

given the fact that each group contained at 

least one student from each class. A 

student was selected from each group to 

lead the group. Each group was supervised 

by a pupil teacher as Group A by Rayees, 

Group B by Subreena, Group C by 

Sumaira and Group D by Humaira. 

 

3. Organising the event 

On the event day Saturday (30th October 

2021), the students of the lab school, pupil 

teachers assembled in the playground of 

the school. The announcer Nusrat Bhat 

after welcoming all started the competition 

at 12.00 pm. All the four groups were 

supervised by their supervisors.  There was 

an essay cum drawing competition of 1 

hour from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM. 

 

4. Termination of event 

Upon the completion of the competitions 

at 1:00PM, all the supervisors submitted 

the work of their groups for evaluation. 
 

5. Arrival of jury 

The jury members arrived at 1:00 PM. 

They were welcomed by the pupil-teacher 

along with supervisor and some students of 

the lab school.  

 

5.1. Welcome Speech 

Welcome speech delivered by Akhilesh 

Singh on behalf of the group. He 

welcomed two dynamic professors of the 

department for being the part of the event. 

The principal of the lab school was also 

welcomed for joining the event. He also 

welcomed Dr. Firdous Ahmad Sofal for 

spearing time for the event. Lastly, Jeelani 
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Bhat was also welcomed by the team to be 

the part of the event. 

 

5.2. Speech of Guests 

The jury members gave some advises and 

appreciated the pupil-teachers for their 

active involvement. 

5.2.1. Prof. Nighat Basu Madam 

Prof. Nighat Basu ma'am mentioned in her 

speech that there is diversity of pupil 

teachers besides they belong to different 

regions. They are trying their best to give 

students of the lab school best. Even they 

couldn't understand the language but they 

are trying to understand students to make 

them understand. And all the pupil 

teachers have made the event more 

successful. They worked in collaboration 

to do such event. They are our prospective 

teachers we should provide them an 

opportunity to do best. They are working 

really hard. 

 

5.2.2. Prof. Parveen Pandith Madam 

Prof. Parveen Pandith ma'am mentioned in 

her speech that the competition was not the 

game of loss or win. They were present on 

the event to appreciate pupil-teachers and 

students. She also encouraged the Mahira 

(a student of primary class who took part 

in the drawing competition) for her 

drawing. She said that we should provide 

everyone an opportunity to prove themself.  
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Ma'am said Mahira to come on the stage 

and said even though it doesn't in which 

class she is studying but she knows where 

her class is. Ma'am said that she is younger 

amongst all the students who participated 

in this event. 

Meanwhile, Nighat ma'am said look at this 

little girl how beautifully she painted the 

house although she is so little that we can't 

accept these things from her but see she 

has the ability of doing these things. 

 

6. Evaluation by Jury 

The jury members evaluated the drawings 

and the write ups and First Four position 

were declared. 

7. Prize Distribution 

The jury members gave way the prizes to 

the winners. 
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Prize Distribution Photos 
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8. Vote of Thanks 

Lastly, Vote of Thanks was given by 

Mohmd Jazeel on behalf of the group. He 

Thanked the university team along with 

the principal of the school for being so 

cooperative. 

 

9. Speech by Rayees 

At the end of the event Rayees one of the 

pupil teachers showed the two sheets one 

was simple sheet one was drawing sheet. 

He said students see who is First position 

holder one who has drawn on simple page 

and Second position was won by the 

student who has drawn on drawing sheet. 

He said it is not that everyone is having the 

resources but important is how much 

enthusiasm we are having to do anything. 

We should be more focused when we did 

any job. No matter what the job is, when 

we have the will power to do anything. No 

authority or force can stop us. 

 

 

 


